IMAG[IN]ING PAIN: TWO APPROACHES
by Jo-Anne Green, June 2005

ABSTRACT: In this essay, I compare two series of art works — “Well, as a result…” (1989)
and “CONtext” (2004) — and discuss the role of embodied artmaking, the intellect, language,
and image in visualizing physical pain. Whereas “Well, as a result…” provokes a visceral
response through proprioception, “CONtext” is an exercise of and for the intellect. The two
series are contrasted as opposites: body versus mind; feel(ing) versus mean(ing); life-size versus
microscopic; expressive versus analytic; intuition versus reason. I will show how the first
succeeds in bringing about an empathic response while the second does not; and discuss how the
language ‘void’ in articulating physical pain, and the (mis)uses of the languages of science, war,
and technology (mis)inform.

KEYWORDS: embodiment, empathy, language, memory, pain, painting, photograph, politics,
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Introduction

“When one hears about another person’s physical pain, the events happening
within the interior of that person’s body may seem to have the remote character of
some deep subterranean fact, belonging to an invisible geography that, however
portentous, has no reality because it has not yet manifested itself on the visible
surface of the earth.” – Elaine Scarry [1]

“Modern warfare technology disguises the lethal nature of weapons as they
become surgical precision instruments producing ‘clean’ destruction within
acceptable limits of “collateral damage.” – Jill Berke [2]

“Orthopedic surgery is the most violent.” – Patient’s physical therapist after
seeing her knee the day after surgery.

I’ve had knee and back pain since I was twelve years old, chronically since 1992. Treatments
have included four knee surgeries, regimens of cortisone injections, anti-inflammatory
medications, physical therapy, chiropractic, acupuncture, tai chi, meditation, yoga,
psychotherapy, and psychopharmacology.

I was born and educated in South Africa and grew up under apartheid. At the beginning of my
final year of university, I arrived at the painting studio on crutches. My right knee had been
operated on and my entire leg was set straight in a Plaster-of-Paris cast. The head of the art
department accused me of having surgery to avoid the hard work he had in store for me. I had to
go under anesthesia to crack the scar tissue that had built up in the joint while my leg was
immobilized; earlier, my physical therapist, without warning or explanation, tried to crack it
manually, and when I cried out in pain she dismissed me as having a “low pain threshold.” I
needed tranquilizers to visit her after that. It took me eight months to walk without a limp.
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I began representing my pain in my art work in 1980; working from x-rays, I painted the hot pain
in my spine and knees in soft, cool shades. Three years later, I was in the United States:

“The series “Confronting Apartheid” was made in the summer of 1983. I felt as if
I were seeing for the first time. The hollow blacks and passionate reds, which
seemingly squeezed themselves of their own will out of my aluminum paint tubes,
emerged from a recent history steeped in pastel pinks, viridian greens and
cerulean blues. I attempted to express, through imagery and the various paint
surfaces used, outrage toward the cruel, immoral, and inhumane policies of the
whites who governed my country.” — Artist Statement, 1985

Since then, I have often paired my own pain with the pain of others. In the mid-‘80s, under
pressure to paint realistic representations of life under apartheid, I grappled with the idea of
speaking for the “voiceless” whose experiences I could barely imagine (I am white). Inserting
the known — my own physical pain — served to authenticate my portrayals of the political
landscape of South Africa.

Much of what was expressed was neither anatomically correct nor identifiable. In fact, until
1987, none of my work was figurative. I had sought to render my sensations of pain in an open
framework (abstraction), into which the viewer could project her personal experience. In the
mid-80’s, the pressure to make “political” art caused me to move from anthropomorphized
mechanical forms and the unoccupied form of a crudely assembled chair — in the “Waiting”
chapter of the book “ Waiting and Remembering” — to representations of the human body in
“Remembering” and “Well, as a result…” I borrowed the figure from a photograph [3] of a
solitary miner taking a shower in a vast dark room on a South African goldmine.

“Well as a result...” narrates a process of self-actualization and change. I began
with the premise that South Africa's black majority, while victimized by racial and
economic oppression, is mobilizing to determine its own future. What inevitably
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emerged was a series of self-portraits; the figure, flat to begin with, gradually
begins to force its way out of the canvas. Parts emerge in relief, and slowly the
figure gives birth to its empowered self.” — Artist Statement, 1989

“Well, as a result
of pain, there are some
Who are born, others grow, still others die,
And others who are not born nor do they die (they are the majority).” - Cesar Vallejo
http://sympoietic.net/jo/result.html

“Well, as a result…” (1989) is a series of twelve 32” X 72” mixed-media paintings and one full,
free-standing body-cast. A life-size human figure, repeated across all twelve panels, was built out
of wood, masonite, chicken wire, Plaster-of-Paris, canvas, burlap, mixed drawing and painting
media, and found objects. The series provokes a visceral response through energetic markmaking, vibrant color, and texture (including collaged fabrics and papers, and found objects such
as railway ‘nails’, barbed wire, and an assortment of other metal objects) applied intuitively and
via broad physical movements.
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The process, in and of itself, caused me a great deal of
physical pain; the panels were extremely heavy and needed
to be moved from a position of leaning against the wall to the
flat working surface of a table and back again, numerous
times each day. The hammering and stapling triggered
tendonitis in my right wrist. The searing pain in my back and
knees found its way through my brushes onto the canvases,
breathing life into the forms as I made them.

The paintings are spatially ambiguous, and the spatial
relationships are enhanced by the actual 'subject' of the work:
the ambiguities of art and life, the political and the personal,
the part and the whole, the stationary and the ever changing.
A statement [4] accompanied “Well, as a result…” on the two
occasions it was exhibited as an installation (1989, 1990).

Skin and Scars

Skin is the only visible
organ of the human
body; it is opaque and
rarely hints at the pain
that lurks beneath. While
scars betray accidents,
violent acts, and surgery
they are ‘markers’ of
past events rather than
indicators of present
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pain. I have used various materials and visual devices to represent my skin and scars. In my
earlier work, I applied wax to the surfaces of my paintings and then etched marks into it, shallow
incisions or pin pricks, like tattoos.

In “Well, as a result…” I went further by applying layers of ‘skin’ to my figures and subjecting
them to “surgery.” I began each panel with a wooden frame onto which I nailed a sheet of
masonite. I glued cotton canvas to the masonite, and then constructed the figures out of chicken
wire and Plaster-of-Paris bandages (ten of the twelve panels have various parts of the figure built
up in relief; in one instance, the right leg from below the knee is a three dimensional cast that
protrudes from the canvas and its foot rests on the floor in front of the canvas). Additional
Plaster-of-Paris, added in thin layers with a palette knife, was carved and sanded until smooth. I
then added color and texture to the canvas/plaster ground. After the materials had dried
completely, I draped a sheet of plaster burlap (burlap sprayed with a fine coat of plaster and
available by the yard) over each; this was applied by soaking the plaster burlap in water and
molding it to the contours of the figure beneath. In various stages of drying, I took a scalpel and
made incisions into the plaster burlap, and then parted it with my fingers to reveal the layer of
‘skin’ beneath. The effect in some of the paintings is of the body bursting out of its skin; in
others, the parted skin reveals the pain beneath.

Some of the incised surfaces were then sutured with fine wire; others were left exposed. In others
still, after the burlap had dried, small pieces of cloth were peeled back to reveal ‘raw’ skin. In
panel #4, I created ‘skin’ out of acrylic gel; I first painted the gel onto a wax palette and waited
for it to dry (it becomes transparent when dry); then I peeled it off the palette and stretched it
tautly across the lower abdomen of the figure.

Process and Response

Once the panels were constructed, color and texture were added; each figure was brought to life
through an intuitive process of selecting tools and making marks with them. It was as if someone
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had presented me with thirteen ‘blank’ figures and I got to give each of them a unique identity.
When the series was exhibited, rather than hang the panels several feet off the floor, I chose to
lean them against the wall. This meant that the figures were not ‘out of reach’ or removed — as
art work usually is in a gallery or museum environment. Viewers could stand right next to them
and engage with a life-size representation of a body not unlike one’s own; the relief and threedimensional parts occupied the same space. There was a sense of danger in some areas, where
ones clothing could be snagged by barbed wire if one got too close. In one instance where the
figure’s head was shrouded in burlap, one ‘sensed’ suffocation; and the nail driven into the
abdomen of another caused some people to wince.

I was told on numerous occasions that the work was “powerful,” “overwhelming,” and “painful.”
Some individuals were moved to tears. I believe these empathic responses were made possible
because of the way in which the series was made — I was intensely aware of my body when I
was engaged in making the work; the figures embody my own body; they’re imbued with my
pain and call forth my bodily sensations.

Embodiment, empathy and proprioception [5] are interconnected. Embodiment is simply a state
of awareness of ones body in the present moment. Emotional resonance or empathy (perception
of others) occurs when we are able to understand emotional states expressed by others via our
own neural architecture that produces such states within ourselves. Proprioception (perception of
self, the so-called sixth sense) is an awareness of the position of ones body’s parts at every
waking moment. Awareness of ones own body and emotions help produce embodiment.

Historically, there have been connections between the representation of the human figure and the
sense that produces its inner image — proprioception. In the 12th century, Christianity became
more centered around the humanity of Christ and his suffering. The Franciscans prescribed
empathic piety and developed a model of prayer based on the postural imitation of the
crucifixion [6]:
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“If in order to understand the accounts of the flogging, the crowning of thorns,
and the despoliation one requires an external tactile experience of being scratched,
stung, or cut, then the description of the nailing on the cross is incomprehensible
without the experience of proprioception.” [7]

!
“CONtext”
2004
http://sympoietic.net/jo/CONtext.html
After the demise of apartheid, I tackled the broader questions of war and torture. As someone
who knew physical pain intimately, I grappled with how it is possible for one human being to
inflict pain on another. In contrast to “Well as a result…,” “CONtext” is designed and clinical: it
means rather than feels. The series requires the viewer to engage in a process of decoding and
analysis.
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“CONtext” is about state violence and physical pain, political agendas and surgical procedures. It
explores the use of words and images in war, medicine and art, and considers the role of memory
in the perpetuation of human
suffering. The series considers
how: photographs are used to
political advantage; language is
used to disconnect words from
deeds; pain destroys language;
repetition can neutralize words or
images; medical imagery can
distance; who we are impacts how
we remember; what we remember
influences how we act.

“CONtext” is a series of twenty-three Adobe Photoshop images/digital prints that consists of
found photographs and words/phrases layered on top of scanned still images from my most
recent knee surgery. It represents a cerebral process brought about by minimal ‘gestures’ that
emanated from tiny wrist movements and mouse clicks. Read chronologically, “CONtext” begins
with the pre-procedural ‘lunarscape’ of the interior of my right knee joint; each of the successive
‘plates’ given to me by my surgeon was then digitally reduced and multiplied to form patterned
wallpaper on top of which the found photographs and words/phrases were layered.

Words and images from newspaper articles about the Iraq war were juxtaposed with those found
in the pre-surgery information brochure provided to me by my surgeon. The (mis)matches of
words and images are deliberately ambiguous; the languages of war and surgery are sometimes
indecipherable. Gradually, the words themselves become wallpaper, signifying how inane
language can become.
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The patterns of images and words also reference how ones body memorizes pain. After living
with pain for two thirds of my life the pain has become a pattern — sometimes predictable, other
times not. Which raises the questions: how do past patterns of pain impact the present? Is it
possible to teach the brain to “feel” pain differently or not at all? Daniel Schacter uses the word
“encoding” to refer to memory disposition or registration at the time of learning. Encoding
depends on the amount of attention an event gets as well as the extent to which that individual
can categorize the event in relation to pre-existing knowledge. We remember only what we have
encoded, and what we encode depends on who we are." [8]

Language and Metaphor

Making visual representations of pain is far easier than articulating it through language.
Language often fails me utterly. For many years it was not possible to either describe the nature
or the intensity of my pain. Pain is unsharable; it reverts us to a pre-language vocabulary of
screams, cries, moans, or contortions of the face. The person in pain is certain about it, in fact,
one often cannot think/feel anything else. But pain’s lack of visibility produces doubt in the
‘listener’. Often, “(p)ain has no referential content; it is not of or for anything; it resists
objectification in language.” [9] However, “the story of expressing physical pain eventually
opens into the wider frame of invention. The elemental “as if” of the person in pain (“it feels as
if…,” “it feels as though…”) will lead out into the array of counterfactual revisions entailed in
making.” [10]

Art making often involves the use of metaphor. “The human brain is wired to operate in
metaphors…processing abstract or complex concepts in part by thinking of analogies derived
from more familiar experiences.” [11] Metaphors can express pain to a certain degree. Figures of
speech can sometimes impose order on a suddenly disordered world caused by pain. In a clinical
setting, words such as “flickering,” “quivering,” “pulsing,” “throbbing” evoke for the physician a
rhythmic on-off sensation giving pain its temporal dimension; others such as “burning,” “hot,”
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“scalding,” give pain a thermal dimension. Together, they construct an external image of an
internal event that begins to encourage trust in language. [12]

The Language of Surgery and War

When juxtaposed with photographs, or when used by powerful groups and individuals, language
can obscure, mask, disguise, neutralize, sanitize, deceive, or distance: embedded, implanted,
debrided, sensitive site exploitation, harvest, mosaicplasty, hot contact point, final seating, blue
on blue, recipient, target of opportunity, plugs, mouseholing, granularity, strike package, kinetic,
dead-enders, supply nodes, donor, open sources, hammer time, target of opportunity, branches
and sequels, frag, surgical strike. [13] Military metaphors are pervasive in the language of
medicine; technologies are weapons, doctors are warriors, and pain is the enemy. People with
pain or illnesses are not the focus of medicine “but merely the clinical stage on which the main
protagonists of the drama — the doctors and the disease — battle it out.” [14] In turn, military
language is neutralized, sanitized or insanitized; soldiers are “units” who if killed are
“casualties,” and dead civilians are “collateral damage;” and Donald Rumsfeld, US Secretary of
Defense, speaks of the “care” and “humanity” with which bombs are built and delivered.

“This “life saving” bomb is a prime example of “insanitization,” a language and
mental leap so boldly incongruous and paradoxical that it defies its original
meaning and intent. The neutralization of war through redescribing and renaming
culminates in the very removal of the body from war.” [15]

Pain and Transparency

In addition to the limits and misuses of language, distance from pain is also achieved via
technological augmentation, for instance, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), arthroscopic
surgery [16] (performed on both of my knees), and microscopes. While they render the body
more ‘transparent’ their advanced ‘seeing’ power tends to either confirm or deny the existence of
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pain more than ever before, either
creating greater certainty or greater
doubt. The material absence of
pain’s origins does not negate its
presence.

Perception can become “unhinged
from the sensory body” [17] when
one closes one eye to peer through
a viewfinder. Furthermore, during
arthroscopic surgery the body is
reduced to a single, remote joint, fractured and torn and in need of repair. Broken tissue and
brittle bone are captured by a minute lens that renders them as magnified, abstract ‘images’ on a
digital screen, unrecognizable to all but the trained eye. In “CONtext,” however, there are
exceptions — for example, when one encounters the surgeon’s hammers and chisels, the
pounding of the hammer on the chisel on the bone rings in the viewer’s ears. Generally, though,
responses to “CONtext” are likely to be more cerebral than emotional.

Conclusion

While images can communicate pain, they do so in different ways and to varying degrees. The
unmistakable ‘presence’ of a human body and an embodied creative process make it more likely
that viewers will respond empathically to “Well, as a result… .” This is likely the result of
proprioception whereby the observer is able to project her own tactile and postural experience
into the image.
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2. Jill Berke, “War on Words: How Language Obscures Violence.” p. 1. Retrieved May 11, 2005
from the World Wide Web: http://www.jjay.cuny.edu/terrorism/warwords.pdf

3. The photograph was taken by South African photographer David Goldblatt.

4. “Series One (1-9)

To a young Johannesburg-born child, the majestic goldmine dumps that dotted the outskirts of
the city inspired little more than curiosity as to why grass was planted in neat rows along the
sides of them and how the rock became fine gold dust. In school, I was taught that miners were
guided through maze-like tunnels by small flashlights attached to their hard-hats, that canaries
were carried with them — their deaths a sign that oxygen was running out. I also remember
photographs of black miners pressed against pounding drills, sweat running in streams from their
dust-masked eyes and deafened ears. Elevators hurtled two miles down into pitch-blackness,
their passengers returning twelve hours later, numb with heat and exhaustion, aching with hunger
and thirst — sometimes into night, sometimes long dead…

1200 men are injured and 600 killed in mining accidents each year.

…the elevators spit their passengers into the loneliness of night. Men drag themselves through
rows of indistinguishable buildings, walk beside endless rows of concrete beds, finally reaching
#68, #576, #1267. Aching bodies lie down dreaming of vast open spaces, star-strewn skies, and
silences interrupted only by the soft breath of wife, mother, son, lover.
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Most miners see their families for only three weeks of each year.

The shaft heads of those Johannesburg mines still remain. Only they and their apartheid victims
know the severity and the costliness of a system that renders human life worthless while
simultaneously producing unfathomed wealth for the privileged few.

Series 2 (10-13)

We approached Noria Mabasa’s home on foot, winding our way through other people’s yards to
hers, which lay on the edge of dry earth, thorny scrub and blue sky. We were oblivious intruders,
entering the womb of a woman who had long ago lost her husband to the mines, and more
recently to the hands of murders on a dark township street. Noria greeted us dressed in
mourning; the sadness in her eyes was unavoidable and yet we stayed.

The entrance to Noria’s home was flanked on either side by a clay female figure; their backs
turned to the outside world, they compelled us to enter the ‘safe’ space over which they watch.
The sculptures were raw, eroded by wind and sun, crumbling, yet assuring in their postures. A
large clay policeman, planted in flowering shrubs, protected Noria’s room which stood to the
right of the courtyard. Many smaller policemen lay scattered in the brush behind the house,
camouflaged by dust, disguised by the chickens perched on their shoulders; more chickens
fluttered around a mound of shards, relics or trash, or both. Around the corner, a small clay man
in a black suit leaned against a low wall, his painted head cracked open to reveal his earthy skin.
Noria, it seems, has been persuaded to ‘dress’ her figures as colonial ‘types’ — businessmen and
clergymen inhabit craft stores, galleries, museums and private homes.

Since the time of my visit, the reddish-brown clay walls have been adorned with colorful,
organic shapes. The entranceway figures have been replaced by two new figures: on the left, a
woman, naked except for a small beaded apron; on the right, a male city-dweller clothed in suit
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the body's parts at every waking moment. Proprioceptors, which are found in muscles and
around joints, provide the nervous system an inner image of the human figure by means of which
it is able to anticipate and coordinate movement. Upon this figure, which originates in the muscle
tissue itself, is superimposed an inner body-image that is separate from its material basis.” –
Francois Quiviger, “Postural Sense and Human Figure in Renaissance Art,” Retrieved May 22,
2005 from the World Wide Web: http://www.interdisciplines.org/artcog/papers/6/2
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16. Arthroscopy is a surgical procedure orthopaedic surgeons use to visualize, diagnose and treat
problems inside a joint. The word arthroscopy comes from two Greek words, "arthro" (joint) and
"skopein" (to look). The term literally means "to look within the joint." In an arthroscopic
examination, an orthopaedic surgeon makes a small incision in the patient's skin and then inserts
pencil-sized instruments that contain a small lens and lighting system to magnify and illuminate
the structures inside the joint. Light is transmitted through fiber optics to the end of the
arthroscope that is inserted into the joint. By attaching the arthroscope to a miniature television
camera, the surgeon is able to see the interior of the joint through this very small incision rather
than a large incision needed for surgery. The television camera attached to the arthroscope
displays the image of the joint on a television screen, allowing the surgeon to look, for example,
throughout the knee-at cartilage and ligaments, and under the kneecap. The surgeon can
determine the amount or type of injury, and then repair or correct the problem, if it is necessary.
American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, “Arthroscopy” Retrieved May 14, 2005 from the
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